The Tehillim Squad is group of women that were organized in the 80s and recite tehillim daily on behalf of our community's cholim. The squad is looking for more volunteers
to join the 75 women currently serving! Please contact Aarah Aizman for more info and to have a chapter assigned to you.
To add a name to the list, please email it to aarahaizman@hotmail.com. If you do not receive a confirmation, please call or text Aarah to make sure the email went through.
Allow 24 hours. Names are kept on for two weeks unless notified otherwise. If you are uncertain if a person should be placed/remain on the list, please consult your Rabbi.
Policy reminder: For names that go beyond the realm of the TC community, we hope that these people have a Tehillim network within their local community to be cared for
in this way, if not - our community is happy to take them in and personally recite their names among our community names. It is limited in this way to help ensure that the full
list of names is well cared for and recited.
Please consult Rabbi if you are not certain whether circumstances merit remaining on list.
On behalf of those who are recovering and need your prayers, thank you!
aarahaizman@hotmail.com (preferred) 612-703-9015 (use text if email is not an option)

COMMUNITY TEHILLIM LIST
Updated:
11/2/2017
Avraham bn Simcha Aidel has benign tumors on almost every part of his body including his heart. The tumors on his heart have grown since he
was born and are the greatest concern at this point. He will be starting Chemotherapy on Friday to shrink the tumors. We are davening that the
chemo will work faster than the tumors grow.

WOMEN
Yente Fraidel bas Ethyl (JG)
Chava bas Charna (CK)
Rivka Shoshana bs Menucha Sheina (HP)
Esther Ronit bat Sara (HP)
Penina bas Leah
Freidel Reva bas Sara Tziviah (AA)
Chana bas Tzivia (CK keep on)
Bina bs Sara Rivka (kapital #73)
Baila Yenta bas Maryam Feiga (BS)
Devorah Basya bas Tyba (AA)
Devora bat Miriam (HP keep on)
Miriam Yehudit bat Chava (R'MK)
Shayna Rochel bas Perel
Gitta Simona bas Yehudis (ZW)
Tabi bas Miriam (VK)
Sara Gittel bas Leah Bracha (KO Keep on)
Tamar Rus bs Sara
Malka bs Chana (BJG)
Mindel bs Yenta
Perel Leah bs Sima
Chaya Dalya Vered bs Yaffa Yehudit (WB)
Rachel Chava Malka bs Leah Mindel
Gavriella Devora bs Tovah Chaya (BJG)
Chaya Brocha bs Raza (ZW)
Esther Devorah bs Sara Leah (HP)
Esther Malka bs Chana (HP)
Miriam Golda bs Gittel Fruma (WB)
Rus bs Leah
Aliza Batya bs Miriam
Hodel Rachel bs Chaya
Yael Simchat bs Sara (EP)
Esther bs Sara
Liba Rivka bs Miriam Shoshana (LM)
Shayndel Chaya bs Hilda (LM

MEN
Avraham bn Simcha Aidel. (MLK)
Avraham ben Bluma (MM)
Shmuel Avraham ben Leah (PK)
Mordechai Dovid ben Ora (HP keep on)
Yaakov Avrohom bn Shlemah Leah (BW)
Yisroel Alter bn Chava Chana
Meyer Be’er ben Minna (keep on VB)
Rafael Mordechai Lazer ben Guta Rivka (LM)
Dovid ben Elsie (HL)
Baruch ben Tova (AA)
Yoseph Aryeh ben Bluma (ZW)
Ido ben Sonya (MK)
Yaakov bn Nechoma (BC)
Moshe Aryeh bn Esther (BC)
Meir Zalman bn Esther Malka
Kalman Yehuda bn Chava Devorah
Noam Meir bn Masha Gittle (LG)
Moshe Hillel bn Masha Gittle (LG)
Benzoin Shlomo bn Pessel (HP)
Chaim Yaacov bn Chana Rus (HP)
Reuven bn Rachel Leah (LM)
Yosef Chai ben Nesima
Yonatan ben Rachel
Michoel ben Yehudit
Reuvan bn Esther
Yitzchok bn Esther
Moshe Yissachar ben Eliza
Gershon bn Sara
Shmuel Gershon bn Shoshana Zehava
Sholom bn Devorah (BJG)
Chaim Menashe ben Rachel (BW)
Non-Jewish
Victoria Marie Katherine Salo bas Lillian Lucille
Gene ben LaVera Estella
Jay ben Lilly Ellen

*(Note: the non-Jewish people are listed separately because they are not to be included in the bracha: "cholim b'toch sh'ar choleh Israel" --- "the sick within the
Jewish nation") There are different opinions regarding how to list a gentile's name. If you have any questions, please contact your Rabbi.
Thank you for your prayers for those who are recovering and need your davening. MAY HASHEM SEND US MOSHIACH, AND WE SHOULD MERIT TO SAY TEHILLIM OUT OF HAPPINESS, IN THE BEIS HAMIKDASH WITH THE SINGING OF THE LEVIEM.

